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AUSSIE DÉCOR TRANSFERS  

NON-EXCLUSIVE CONTENT CREATOR APPLICATION 

Tier 4 - 2x Live Posts Per Month 

(Please circle and initial your answer to each question) 

 

OVERVIEW 

Aussie Décor Transfers (ADT) is engaged in the manufacture and sale of, but not limited 
to, Adhesive Transfers and other décor items. ADT intends to expand its reach for 
recognition and sales, both Australia wide and globally via exclusive Brand Ambassadors 
and social media Content Creators (CC) providing demonstrations and advocating the 
use of ADT products. 

Do you agree and acknowledge that your role as Content Creator, you shall perform 
promotional services in connection with ADT through ADT’s social media channels, 
including but not limited to Facebook and Instagram, among others? YES/NO 

 

PROMOTION, PRODUCT & COMMISSION 

The CC shall be entitled to 2x free of charge ADT products per month to use during their 
2x compulsory lives per month. A range of options is given to the CC to select the 
product they wish to use for the coming month and a live content schedule is then 
provided YES/NO 

At a minimum, ADT requires the CC to post a live interactive post on ADT’s Facebook 

and Instagram, twice per month, with content exclusively of and for, ADT. This is to be 
done fortnightly. The CC must watermark their work with the ADT CC logo in addition to 
their own business name watermark. The CC must tag ADT and share to a minimum of 
5x external groups. Do you agree to these requirements? YES/NO 

The CC will be provided an affiliate link by ADT to promote ADT products, with 10% 
commission payable to the CC of any sale made through that link. The 10% is calculated 
on net prices and exclusive of shipping costs. The 10% commission will be GST and/or 
VAT inclusive.  

Should the CC decide to discontinue as a representative, the CC shall pay (at wholesale 
pricing) for any free product that has not yet been used in a promotional live post. Do 
you agree? YES/NO 
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EXCLUSIVITY 

The CC agrees that ADT has the right to use any watermarked images of any item or 
artwork produced by the CC, using ADT products, for promotional purpose. Credit will 
always be given by ADT to the artist. YES/NO 

A CC may be a stockist of other brands of transfers and decoupage papers. 

 

REPRESENTATION AND WARRANTIES 

As an ADT CC, you will be expected to produce original and quality work, remaining 

professional at all times. Political and religious discussions are not permitted on ADT 
platforms. Do you agree? YES/NO 

Potential Content Creator Details 

Full name 

 

 

Email Address 

 

 

Social Media site links 

Provide links to 5x 
different groups/pages 
(other than ADT’s or 

your own) you will 
share each completed 
piece to. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Provide 2x links to 2x 
interactive 
presentations you are 
most proud of. This can 
be a FB live, a YouTube 

video, or some other 
interactive post. 

 

 

 

Provide 2x links to 2x 
completed projects you 
are most proud of. 
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Preferred Live time (if 
you are doing lives. To 
be agreed with ADT) 

 

 

Country, State and 
Time Zone 

 

 

 


